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THE VICTOR SHIELD 

SAWS. 
FOR CIRCULAR 

OWING to the numerous accidents from circular saws 
which have been reported by certifying surgeons, the 
Home Office has instructed the factory inspectors to 
press upon occupiers of sawmills and other works in 
which such saws are comIllon the absolute necessity of 
providing some guard for the saw itself, and it has 
been stipula ed that merelv providing boards or shut
ters for the frame of the'saw below the table is not 
sufficient, with the added provision that whatever form 
is adopted the scheme must include a "riving knife" 
fixed at the back of the-saw. With the object of meet
ing the above conditions a safety guard for circular 

the saw, when a large saw is introduced, and also pre
vents its standing out too far from a sIllall saw. The 
length of the arm is such that the bracket can be set a 
considerable distance behind the saw, and thus be 
completely out of the way when the saw is in action, 
and not interfere with the free passage of tim bel' past 
the saw. To the front of the hood, D, is bolted a slid
ing extension piece, H, by which the hood can be ex
tended to any desired length, so that as it is raisl:'d up 
to accommodate a larger saw, the extension piece can 
be lowered to a level with the bench, B, to cover the 
front of the saw. 

In flat cutting wide timber the extension piece, H, is 
lifted sufficiently high to allow the timber to pass un
der it, and the hood then remains stationary. A new 

hinged piece is attached to the hood to cover the back 
of the saw, and to be used in place of the-knife. Thi� 
hinged piece lifts out of the way when the timber 
comes against it, and drops down again behind the 
saw when the timbt"r is through, preventing any loose 
timber dropping on it. These guards, as we saw them 
in operation, appeared to be very effective in securing 
the object for which they have been designed, and we 
need only add that Messrs. Henry Wallwork & Co., of 
Manchester, have been appoinled the sale makers for 
the patentee.-Engineer. 

HYDRAULIC TUBE STAVING MACHINE. 
THOUGH the general introduction of water tube boil

ers may diminish the demand for some of lhe existillg 
types of hydraulic tools, it is not likely that the use of 
hydraulic power will be much affected, as there are 
many operations connected with the new class of boiler 
which can very conveniently be accomplished by this 
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'agent. Thus the tool which we illustrate on this page 
has been introduced by Messrs. Fielding & Platt, 
Limited, of Gloucester, for staving or upsetting the 
steel tubes used in the construction of Belleville boil
ers. As will be seen from our engraving, the end of the 
tube to be treated is gripped in dies, the upper one of 
which is raised or lowered by means of hydraulic pow
er. The ram which does the upsetting is driven for
ward by the horizontal cylinder shown. It will be seen 
that there are three operating valves, The one to the 
left controls the motion of the ram carrying the .die, 
while the other two are used in working the upsetting 
ram, one admitting water to the front and the other to 
the back of the lower cylinder. In doing light work 
water is admitted to both ends of this cylinder, and 
the effective piston area being less in front than at 
the back, the ram moves forward and upsets the tube. 
For heavier work the front of the cylinder is opened to 
exhaust as soon as the working head is in contact 
with the end of the tube operated on, which then gets 
the benefit of the full area exposed to pressure at the 
back of the ram. The valves are of the balanced pis
ton type, and have large waterways. The standard of 
the machine is, it will be seen, of the open gap type, re
inforced with two columns in front, an arrangement 
which gives great rigi4ity, while leaving a very open 
front for the handling of the tubes. The latter can be 
admitted up to 12 feet in length. The machine, it 
should be added, weighs 23 tons.-Engineering. 

VIC'rOR CIRCULAR SAW SHIELD. 

saws, which has been named the" Victor shield," has 
l.leen patented by lUI'. E. WiIIiallls, of Chester, and we 
l'lave had an opportunity of seeing one of these guards 
in operation at a sawmill in Manchester. 

The accompanying ill ustrations show-Fig. i-a front 
elevation of a sa w bellch fitted wi th one of these guards 
turned back, and the saw clear, and-Fig. 2-a plan of 
the saw. This guard is designed entirely to cover the 
part of the saw above the bench; it is also so arranged 
that it can be adjustl:'d to any size of saw, and can 
swing round out of the way-as shown-for changing 
saws or sharpening, and is effective whell in position in 
preventing pieces of timber, knots, or sawdust being 
thrown over from the back of the saw, or any person 
z'l:'ceiving injury by acciden tally falling over the saw, 
or coming in contact with it in any position. It is au
tomatic in action, and the man operating-at the bench 
can work as freely with it itS without, while it does not 
in any way obstruct his view in feeding up the timber. 
The Victor shield consists of a guard constructed wi (h 
a hood which covers the teeth, at front and on top, 
and i:s pivoted to a radial arm, which is supported at 
one end upon a screw set in an inclined position, where
by the turning of the screw raises the hood, and at the 
same time draws it forward, or vice versa. The hood 
is also fitted with a sliding extension for the front edge 
with a riving knife fixed at the back of the saw. Re
felTing to our illustration, the hood is sbown,lD, swung 
out of position, and is raised or lowered by a screw, g, 
operated by a hand-wheel. This hood is pivoted to an 
arm fixed to the bench, from which it stands out at 
right angles, so as to be capable of swinging or open
ing in � horizontal plane, to allow tim bel' to enter be
tween It and the saw, A, at the front, and to come out 
under it at the back of the saw, and also to admit of 
its bemg turned into a position leaving the saw clear 
to be removed or sharpened. The pivot on which the 
hood swings is close hehind the plane of the saw, so 
that but little force is required to open the hood to al
low the timber to enter, the movement to one side for 
this purpose being not 8utficient to uncover the saw. 
The bracket carrying the hood is fixed to the saw bench 
and the screw extends from one end to the other of a 
slide, and is inclined to the vertical at an angle of 45" 
so that the movement of the screw to l'aise the arm, 
and wilh it the hood, also advallces the arlll and hood 
toward the front of the saw. 'l'his movement prevents 
the front edge of the hood coming into contact with 

and important feature in this guard is the introduction 
of a smaller roller a.ttached to the front head of the 
hood, K, and arranged to guide the timber and hold to 
the fence the Jast top corner of the deal or block right 
up to the finish, thus avoiding the use of the hand at 
the most dangerous and critical part of the operation. 
Of course it need only be added that when this hood is 
in operation it is simply swung round over the saw 
when, with the riving knife, C, it completely covers 
the saw. The riving knife fixed at the back of the saw 
is made of steel and provided in different sizes to suit 
the various diamelers of saws, and this knife is con
structed to fit on the bench without taking up any of 
the gap of the saw, so that a full size saw can be used 
with it. }<'or general jobbing benches, and benches 
sawing and converting English timber, for which it 
would be difficult to use these knives, an adjustable 

HYDRAULIC 'l'lJ}iUHilTAVINe MACHINE. 
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PREPARATION OF CRYSTALS. 
W. TASSIN has reviewed the several methods of pre

paring crystals for the determination of their geome
trical and physical constants, and groups them under 
the three heads: Solution, SUblimation, and fusion, 
Solution.--In the first class, crystals of a substance are 
prepared from its solution in a liquid by evaporating 
and cooling the 'solution, by the rt;'action of soluble 
compounds or by chemical changes in general. The 
general rules to be observed are that crystallizatioQ 
must proceed as slowly as possible, the solution must 
be of the least viscosity possible, the crystallizing sub
stance must be present in the solution in the greatest 
quantity, removal of the crystals should preferably be 
effected when the solution is at its minimum tempera
ture, and crystals desired for measurement must be 
quickly and completely dried in order to prevent cor
rosion or etch figures forming. Sublimation.-In this 
case crystals may be obtained direct or a non-volatile 
compound may be obtained as a result of chemical 
action between two or more volatile substances, or from 
a volatile substance and a gas. Fusion.-Crystals in 
the third group are secured, either with or without 
pressure, by slowly cooling a hOlllogeneous magma or 
by a solution of the substance in a molten magma.
Proc. Am. Chem. Soc., xx., 3. 
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